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Abstract
Although many adult females are colonized with Group B Streptococci (GBS) in 

their genital and gastrointestinal tracts without symptoms, detection of GBS in 
vaginal-anorectal area is critical for the prevention of neonatal GBS disease. 

Several microbiological assays employing different approaches and media 
have been previously conducted worldwide, however more data is still 

needed to assess the sensitivity and shorten the turn around time of 
the most commonly used methods for GBS detection. The goal of this 

study was to evaluate and compare two commercially available methods 
(the new StrepB Carrot Broth™ and Granada Agar) against the CDC 

recommended LIM Broth protocol. Eighty-one clinical isolates were tested 
with the three methods at seven dilutions (107 through 101 CFU/mL). As 

shown in Table 1, all three methods presented 100% sensitivity in dilutions 
of 107 through 103. At a concentration of 102 CFU/mL, StrepB Carrot Broth™ 

and Granada Agar were able to recover GBS in 80 of 81 (99%) of samples 
followed by the LIM Broth method (94%). At a concentration of 101 CFU/mL, 
StrepB Carrot Broth™ was the most sensitive (82%), followed by LIM Broth 
(67%) and Granada Agar (64%).  When compared individually, LIM Broth out-
performed the Granada Agar in sensitivity by one or two dilutions in 12 (15%) 
instances whereas Granada Agar was superior in 6 (7%) samples. StrepB 
Carrot BrothTM out-performed LIM Broth in 18 (22%) samples while LIM Broth 
was superior in only four cases (5%). The StrepB Carrot BrothTM, 24 hour broth 

method, was shown to be the most sensitive of three methods tested. Based 
on these findings and considering the advantage of both StrepB Carrot BrothTM 

and Granada agar methods having shorter test periods (24 hours versus 48 hours for 
the LIM method), StrepB Carrot BrothTM and Granada Agar can be employed as reliable 

methods for GBS detection. 

Introduction
Intrapartum colonization of group B Streptococci (GBS) is a major risk factor for early-
onset neonatal sepsis and remains as a significant source of morbidity in perinatal care 
despite great strides in prevention and detection. The gastrointestinal tract serves as the 
natural reservoir for GBS and is the likely source of vaginal colonization. Approximately 
10% to 30% of pregnant women are colonized with GBS in the vagina or rectum. GBS 
colonization can be transient, chronic, or intermittent. Although colonization in early 

pregnancy is not predictive of neonatal sepsis, culture screening of both the vagina 
and rectum for GBS late in gestation during prenatal care can detect women who 

are likely to be colonized with GBS at the time of delivery and are thus at higher 
risk of perinatal transmission of GBS. Numerous studies employing several 

methods have documented that the accuracy of prenatal screening cultures 
in identifying intrapartum colonization status can be enhanced by careful 

attention to the timing of cultures, the anatomic sites swabbed, and the 
precise microbiologic methods used for culture and detection of GBS. 

Currently, the method recommended by Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention  (CDC) is considered to be the “gold-standard” 

method. This method recommends screening of all pregnant 
women for vaginal and rectal GBS colonization between 35 and 

37 weeks of gestation by using an enrichment broth followed 
by sub-culture to a blood agar plate. In order to improve 

upon CDC recommendations, several alternative methods 
(molecular approach or culture media) have been developed 
to improve the sensitivity and specificity of GBS detection 
while reducing the incubation time and need for additional 
subcultures. Among the alternative methods, the most 
straightforward method of detection is based on pigment 
development as seen in Granada Agar. The production of 
orange to brick red pigments is a unique characteristic 
of hemolytic GBS due to reaction with ingredients such 
as starch, proteose peptone, serum, and folate pathway 
inhibitors. The new Hardy Diagnostics’ StrepB Carrot 
BrothTM is designed to surpass all currently available 
culture methods in sensitivity and specificity. Additional 
enrichment factors and supplements are added to 
enhance the pigment intensity. The intent of this study is 

to compare performances of Hardy Diagnostics’ StrepB 
Carrot BrothTM, Granada agar, and CDC recommended 

GBS screening protocol in pregnant women between 35 to 
37 weeks of gestation.

Materials & Methods
Isolates 
A total of 81 clinical isolates of Group B Streptococci were analyzed in this study.
• Thirty (n=30) are part of Hardy Diagnostics’ microorganism collection previously contributed by several hospitals and    
 clinics across central and southern California. 
• Fifty one (n=51) were kindly provided by Fleury – Medical Diagnostics Center, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
• Among 81 isolates, two were known to be weak-hemolytic GBS and purposely selected to challenge the methods.

Sample Preparation and Inoculation
• A suspension equivalent to 0.5 McFarland was prepared for each isolate.
• Serial dilution from 1:101 (equivalent to 1.5 x 107 CFU/mL) through 1:107 (1.5 x 101 CFU/mL) was prepared.
• From each dilution, an amount of 100mL was inoculated to each method (StrepB Carrot Broth™, LIM Broth, and      
 Granada Agar).
• StrepB Carrot Broth™ and Granada agar were inoculated, incubated, and interpreted according to manufacturer’s     
 recommendations.
• LIM Broth was inoculated, incubated, and interpreted according to CDC’s recommendations.

Interpretation
StrepB Carrot Broth™
• All tubes that turned orange to red were considered to be positive.
• All tubes that did not turn orange to red color were considered as false-negatives.

LIM Broth
• Samples that yielded GBS after subculture to blood agar plate were considered as positives.
• Samples that did not yield GBS after subculture to blood agar plate were considered as false-negatives.

Granada Agar
• Samples that yielded orange to red colonies were considered as positives.
• Samples that did not yield orange to red colonies were considered as false-negatives.

Quality Control
Streptococcus agalactiae ATCC 12386 (positive control) and Streptococcus pyogenes ATCC 19615 (negative control) were 
tested in parallel with all clinical isolates of GBS.

Results
• All methods resulted in 100% sensitivity in concentrations of 107 through 103. 
• At concentration of 102 CFU/mL, StrepB Carrot BrothTM and Granada Agar were able to recover GBS in 80 of 81 (99%)    
 of samples followed by the LIM Broth method (94%). 
• At low concentration of 101 CFU/mL, StrepB Carrot BrothTM was the most sensitive (82%), followed by LIM Broth (67%)    
 and Granada Agar (64%).
• StrepB Carrot BrothTM out-performed LIM Broth in 18 (22%) samples while LIM Broth was superior in only four cases (5%).
• LIM Broth out-performed the Granada Agar in sensitivity by one or two dilutions in 12 (15%) instances whereas Granada   
 Agar was superior to LIM Broth in 6 (7%) samples.
• StrepB Carrot BrothTM out-performed Granada Agar in 22 (27%) instances while Granada Agar was superior to StrepB    
 Carrot BrothTM in 6 (7%) cases.
• Weak-hemolytic isolates were successfully detected by StrepB Carrot BrothTM and Granada Agar by producing faintly    
 orange color reactions. These isolates did not have the typical characteristics of GBS on the blood agar plate.

Discussion
• Based on these findings, all three methods are very reliable in GBS detection considering the fact that most clinical     
 specimens,  when positive for GBS, will most likely have a GBS load above 103 CFU/mL.
• In simulations of low GBS count, StrepB Carrot BrothTM was the most sensitive method. 
• Weak-hemolytic isolates of GBS were successfully detected by StrepB Carrot BrothTM and Granada Agar. These isolates   
 could  easily be overlooked by inexperienced microbiologists using other methods.
• Both StrepB Carrot BrothTM and Granada Agar are easy to read-out based on color development and do not require further  
 subculture or testing for positive samples.
• Positive samples can develop a color change in as early as 6 hours of incubation in StrepB Carrot BrothTM.
• StrepB Carrot BrothTM is an improvement over conventional methods by increasing sensitivity, decreasing turn around time,  
 and cutting costs by reducing need for further testing.
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